
Melos Sinfonia’s next big project is a tour of Written on Skin, a piece that  
the conductor says immediately captivated him: “I saw it in March 2016 at the 
Barbican and it was just such an amazing, fantastic work that I decided –  
slightly ambitiously – I had to conduct it.

“Of course, it is a big undertaking in terms of paying for rehearsals, players, 
singers and music rights. And no one was going to pay us to just perform it in 
London since the big companies like the Royal Opera House (ROH) can already 
do that. But luckily the Future of Russia Foundation, who have supported us 
before, liked the idea and were generous enough to make a donation.” 

Melos Sinfonia will perform Written on Skin in Cambridge (19 October) and 
London (20 October) before heading to St Petersburg for a performance at the 
world-famous Mariinsky Theatre (22 October). 

Why have foundations been willing to support the ensemble’s work? 
Zeffman says it is down to two reasons: “Firstly, we provide opportunities for 
young professional musicians who have not yet secured a full-time job. 
Hundreds of musicians graduate from music colleges every year, but it isn’t like 
100 people retire from all the major orchestras every year, so we fill a gap. 

“Secondly, we perform repertoire that is more exciting – in my opinion – 
than many similar orchestras. We’re not playing Beethoven’s Fifth for the 50th 
time. Instead, we’re taking on operas like Rachmaninov’s Aleko that people 
might not otherwise have the chance to play. If you have an exciting artistic 
story to tell, and you fulfil a need, there are people out there who will help you.”

What advice would Zeffman give to a 16-year-old today who wants the 
chance to brandish a conductor’s baton? “There isn’t any clever secret to it, 
you just have to do it. Ask your friends at school to come and play with you 
and put on a concert. It will probably be rubbish, but you’ll enjoy it and you’ll 
get better and better. 

“If you want some money, look who supports the LSO, the opera house 
and all those institutions and write to them. Find the trustees and email 
them. Some will ignore you, some will be nice and come and meet you. So 
long as you are excited about your project, and you can share that with other 
people, you’ll find someone out there willing to support you.” 

melossinfonia.co.uk

Just do it 

Oliver Zeffman formed the Melos Sinfonia with his 
school friends when he was just 16. Seven years on 
the critically-acclaimed ensemble is about to perform 
at the Mariinsky Theatre in St Petersburg. He tells 
Andrew Anderson how it all happened

Most 16-year-olds are so preoccupied with the process of growing up 
that they don’t have time for much else. Oliver Zeffman, however, 
wasn’t like most 16-year-olds. Whilst others worried about their 

appearances and social media accounts, Zeffman was forming the Melos 
Sinfonia ensemble and conducting its first ever concert. Now, seven years and 
numerous concerts later, the ensemble and Zeffman are heading off to Russia 
to perform George Benjamin’s opera Written on Skin. 

“I was in my school orchestra and I played in the London Schools Symphony 
Orchestra,” recalls Zeffman. “But I wanted to be a conductor – and you can’t 
really learn to conduct without an orchestra. If you want to learn the piano you 
buy a piano, but you can’t go out and buy an orchestra. So I set one up with 
some friends of mine from school and put on our first concert.” 

That first concert was, by Zeffman’s own admission, “terrible”, however, with 
each performance he and the orchestra “got better and better”. That was in part 
thanks to a school friend whose dad was principal at the LSO. “At the first 
rehearsal for that initial concert, I hadn’t learnt the music well enough. He made 
it very clear to me and everyone else that I was ill-prepared. I deserved his dis-
approval; the next day I came back having studied the score in more depth. You 
learn from people who can give you honest criticism.” 

And while that first concert was in a small church, and cost just a couple  
of hundred pounds, soon he was trying to tackle far trickier projects: “A couple 
of years later I decided to take Mozart’s The Impresario to the Edinburgh Festival 
Fringe. We had to raise serious money – GBP9,000 (€10,200) – from friends and 
relatives. Then the following year we did a bigger opera, The Bear by William 
Walton, which we paired with two new chamber operas. We ran a competition 
for new works and I thought we’d get four or five entries but we received more 
than 50. As this was a more ambitious project, we needed to raise GBP20,000.”  

Zeffman says he approached “hundreds” of foundations and eventually had 
the money to take the show on tour. This can-do approach has won him a lot 
of fans, as well as representation with HarrisonParrott, but the conductor him-
self remains disarmingly modest about his achievements.

“Doing all these concerts was not difficult necessarily,” he says. “There is no big 
secret to it other than it requires lots and lots of messaging and emails.  
I don’t know how people did it in the days before Facebook and emails and 
mobile phones. When Simon Rattle set up an orchestra in his teens, he probably 
had to send letters or call up the players’ house phones and their mums would 
say ‘oh they’re not in at the moment’. Yes, the organisation can be tedious, but it is 
necessary if you’re just starting out and want to do some conducting – because 
no one is going to invite you to come and conduct the LSO when you’re 16.” 

“He made it very clear to me and 
everyone else that I was ill-prepared 
…You learn from people who can 
give you honest criticism” 
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“We provide opportunities for young 
professional musicians who have not 
yet secured a full-time job” 
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